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Abstract:

Various news sites exist today where internet audience can read the most recent news and see what other
people think about. Most sites do not organize comments well and do not filter irrelevant content. Due to
this limitation, readers who are interested to know other people’s opinion regarding any specific topic, have to
manually follow relevant comments, reading and filtering a lot of irrelevant text. In this work, we introduce
a new approach for retrieving and ranking the relevant comments for a given paragraph of news article and
vice versa. We use Topic-Sensitive PageRank for ranking comments/paragraphs relevant for a user-specified
paragraph/comment. The browser extension implementing our approach (called SmartNews) for Yahoo! News
is publicly available.

1

INTRODUCTION

Most of modern news sites allow people to share their
opinions by commenting some issues in a read article and to read what other people write about. However, usually comments are not organized well and appear under one (and sometimes very long) thread in
chronological order. Some commenting systems include a rating component, but it is usually based on
explicit feedback of users, where comments with the
highest average grade (usually measured by the fraction of “thumbs up”) or the most popular ones (having the biggest number of references) are displayed
on top. Since a comment’s rank does not relate to any
specific content, and all comments are presented in
a non-structured way, it is quite difficult for a reader
to follow peoples’ opinion about some specific aspect
mentioned in the article. The only way he/she can do
it, it is to scan manually a huge amount of comments.
In this paper we introduce an approach for ranking comments in news websites relative to a given
content (here we refer to a paragraph as an independent text unit describing one of the article’s aspects). Our method can be generalized for all comments systems where people refer different aspects in
their comments disregarding of domain or language
of articles. Since the method includes only very basic
linguistic analysis (see section 3.2), it can be applied
to websites in multiple languages.
Formally speaking, in this paper we:

• Define an interesting problem of ranking comments relative to a given content;
• Formulate the introduced problem as a querybased ranking and reduce it to the calculating of
eigenvector centrality;
• Solve this problem by adapting Topic Sensitive
PageRank algorithm;
Since the eigenvector centrality can be computed
in a linear (in number of vertices in a graph) time, the
computational complexity of our approach depends
on graph construction time, that is quadratic in number of comments/paragraphs in a given article.
This paper is organized as follows: section 2 depicts related work, section 3 describes problem setting and our approach, last section contains our future
work and conclusions.

2

BACKGROUND

Information retrieval from comments attracted much
attention in IR community in recent years. Comments
and ratings form a key component of the social web,
and its understanding contributes a lot to retrieving
important content, ranking and recommending it to
the end user. The most known challenge in retrieving
comments is managing the doubtful quality of a usercontributed content: many comments are too short,
some of them are hardly refer the source content, big
portion of comments are written in a poor language.
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Nevertheless, there is a significant volume of recent
works have begun steps in the following related directions: comments-oriented summarization (Hu et al.,
2008), spam detection (Mishne, 2005; Jindal and Liu,
2008), finding high-quality content (Agichtein et al.,
2008), recommending a relevant content (Szabo and
Huberman, 2010; Agarwal et al., 2011), improving
blog retrieval (Mishne, 2007), and many others. One
of the central directions is the ranking comments on
the web (Dalal et al., 2012; Hsu et al., 2009), however, none of the works focused on the topic-sensitive
ranking of comments. Since in many web domains
like news different comments may refer to different
aspects of the same article, resolving this problem is
very important for structuring and better retrieval of
user-contributed content.
In this work, we propose a novel approach to the
ranking comments relative to the content they refer
to. We provide ranked comments to the user-specified
paragraph of a news item and, vice versa, ranked paragraphs that are relevant to a given comment. Our approach is unsupervised and does not require training
on an annotated data.

2009), question-focused sentence extraction (Otterbacher et al., 2005), and word sense disambiguation (Mihalcea et al., 2004). The intuition behind
PageRank utilization on comments (and text in general) is based on its main benefit–node’s score is propogated through edges recursively, and as such relevant comments with non-similar content (that is a natural situation in discussion) may be easily discovered.
Our approach consists of two main stages: (1) graph
constructing and (2) computing the eigenvector centrality. The next two subsections describe both stages,
respectively.

3.2 Vector Space Representation Model
According to the VSM (Salton et al., 1975), we represent each paragraph Pi by a real vector ~vi = (vi j ) of
size k, where k is a vocabulary size and vi j stands for
tf-ipf (term frequency inverse paragraph frequency)
of a term T j in Pi . Formally speaking, the term frequency is obtained by dividing term’s occurence in
the paragraph by the total term count in that paragraph, according to the formula
t f (t, p) =

3

SMART NEWS

3.1 Problem Setting
We are given a set of comments C1 , ...,Cm referring
to an article describing some event and speaking on
several related subjects. An article consists of a set
of paragraphs P1 , ..., Pn speaking on different related
subjects. Meaningful words (terms) in all article’s
paragraphs and comments are entirely described by
terms T1 , ..., Tk . Our goal is, given paragraph Pi , to
find a subset Ci1 , ...,Cir of comments such that1
1. These are the most relevant to Pi comments that
refer to topics described in Pi itself or comments
about it.
2. The comments are ordered by the “relevancy”
rank.
3. There are at most M comments.
Our method is based on enhanced eigenvector centrality principle (Topic-Sensitive PageRank, as its variant), that already has been successfully applied to lexical networks for passage retrieval (Otterbacher et al.,
1 Here

and further, we focus on comments ranking problem, while, generally, our method can be applied to the inverse problem – ranking paragraphs given a comment. Our
plugin implements both directions.
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tc(t, p)
|p|

where t is term and p is paragraph. Inverse paragraph
frequency is calculated as
ip f (t, D) = log

N
|p ∈ D : t ∈ p|

where N is the number of paragraphs in a document
D. In the similar manner, each comment Ci is represented by a real vector w
~ i = (wi j ) of size k, where
wi j stands for tf-icf (term frequency inverse comment
frequency) of T j in Ci .
A standard text preprocessing includes HTML
parsing, paragraphs segmentation, tokenization, stopwords removal, stemming, and synonyms resolving2
for articles and their comments. Additionally, to filter “spam” nodes, we remove all comments that have
no common terms (considering synonyms) with the
related article.

3.3 From Vector Space to Graph
Representation Model
In order to represent our textual data as a graph,
we relay on the following known factors influencing
PageRank and described in (Sobek, 2003):
2 With Synonym Map http://lucene.apache.org/core/
old versioned docs/versions/2 9 1/api/all/org/apache/
lucene/index/memory/SynonymMap.html
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1. An additional inbound link for a web page always
increases that page’s PageRank;
2. By weighting links, it is possible to diminish the
influence of links between thematically unrelated
pages;
3. An additional outbound link for a web page
causes the loss of that page’s PageRank;3
4. There is known effect of ”dead-ends”–dangling
pages, or cycles around groups of interconnected
pages (Strongly Connected Components)–that absorb the total PageRank mass (Avrachenkov et al.,
2007).
We start from organizing comments to be ranked as
nodes in a graph (denoted by a comments graph),
linked by edges weighted with text similarity score
calculated between nodes.4 Formally speaking, we
build a graph G(E,V ), where Ni ∈ V stands for a
comment Ci , and ek ∈ E between two nodes Ci and
C j stands for similarity relationship between texts of
the two comments.5 We measure the cosine similarity (Salton et al., 1975) between real vectors of length
k ~v = (vi ) and ~w = (wi ) representing two text units6
as follows.
∑ki=1 vi × wi
q
sim(~v,~w) == q
∑ki=1 v2i × ∑ki=1 w2i
Each edge el is labeled by a weight wl equal to the
similarity score between the linked text units. Edges
with a weight lower then a pre-defined threshold are
removed. According to the rule 2, by weighing links
we diminish the influence of links between thematically unrelated text units and, conversely, increase the
influence of links between strongly related ones. An
example of resulted comments graph is demonstrated
in Figure 1(a).
We treat a paragraph as a query that must to influent the resulted ranks of comments. We add an additonal node (denoted by a query node) for the paragraph with respect to which the comments should be
ranked. The query node is also linked to the comments nodes by similarity relations, with weighted
edges directed from a query node to comment nodes.
3 Rules

1 and 3 are considered independently.
mumber of comments may vary from tens to
thousands, we limit their amount by configurable number
(60 in the current version).
5 For the inverse problem, we represent a document as a
graph of paragraphs (aka paragraphs graph) linked by a
similarity relationship (Salton et al., 1997).
6 The cosine similarity is measured between each pair
of comments and comments with a query paragraph in the
extended graph.
4 Since

According to rule 1 and rule 2, adding weighed inbound links from the query node to thematically related comment nodes must increase their PageRank
relative to other nodes. Here and further, we call the
resulted graph extended graph. This stage is demonstrated in Figure 1(b).
According to rule 4, applying PageRank on the resulted extended graph might have undesirable side effect in the following situation. Consider comments
graph with a group of strongly connected nodes (denoted as SCC in graph theory), mostly thematically
irrelevant to a query node (see Figure 2(a)). This situation is created when we have comments “talking”
to each other and deviate from the main (query) topic.
It is enough that only one node from a group will be
linked to a query node for “grabbing” a query’s rank
to a group and, at each iteration, enlarging the PageRank of strongly connected nodes. In order to avoid (1)
PageRank increasing in unrelated nodes linked with
related ones in a closed system and (2) “leakage” of
PageRank in a query node, we add outbound links
from comment nodes to a query node, according to
the rule 3. For uniform impact on all comment nodes,
we give all edges the same weights of 1. Comment
nodes that are strongly related to a query, will gain
their PageRank back in each iteration due to a high
weight assigned to inbound links from a query node,
while irrelevant nodes will “loose” their PageRank irretrievably. The final graph is demonstrated in Figure 2(b). The same update applied to a graph from
Figure 1(c) will result in a new structure depicted in
Figure 1(d).

3.4 Computing the Eigenvector
Centrality
In order to rank and retrieve comments, we apply
PageRank algorithm (Brin and Page, 1998) to an extended graph. PageRank PR(A) of page A is given
by
n
PR(Ti )
PR(A) = (1 − d) + d ∑
i=1 C(Ti )
where PR(Ti ) is the PageRank of pages Ti which link
to page A, C(Ti ) is the number of outbound links on
page Ti , and d is a damping factor which can be set between 0 and 1. So, PageRank is determined for each
page individually. Further, the PageRank of page A
is recursively defined by the PageRank of those pages
which link to page A.
In this setting, our goal can be reformulated as the
problem of finding subset N1 , ..., Nk of nodes standing for comments C1 , ...,Ck in an extended graph G,
so that the comments represented by these nodes are
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Figure 1: Graph representation: four steps.
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Figure 2: Strongly connected component: problem and its solution.

most relevant for the given paragraph represented by
a query node. In order to influence nodes’ rank by
a query node, we apply several modifications to a
PageRank algorithm, according to the known factors
influenting PageRank score which are enumerated below and described in (Sobek, 2003).
1. If the computation is performed with only few
iterations, the higher starting values assigned to
certain websites before the iterative computation
of PageRank begins would influence that pages’
PageRank;
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2. Assigning the different damping factors for webpages increases PageRank for pages with higher
factor values and decreases PageRank for those
with lower values (known as Yahoo bonus or
Topic Sensitive PageRank).
According to the rule 1, we give a high starting value
to a query node before the iterative computation of
PageRank begins. Adding outbound links from comment nodes to a query node (described above) helps
to keep high PageRank in the query node through successive iterations. The final graph structure including
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I do not understand, here in the U.S. you can record
yourself driving fast, smoking marijuana or anything else
and the police does not do anything . Why the police can't
catch people doing stupid things like in Japan?

Japan Lamborghini driver nabbed after online video
A Japanese executive driving his Lamborghini at more
than twice the speed limit was nabbed after he posted a
video online chronicling his racing exploits, police said
Tuesday.

Here in the U.S. speed limit is 75 miles, why we produce
and sell cars traveling faster than this?
The first rule in how not to get caught, never be proud of
something not being punished for it.

160 mph? Only 40 below the speed at which most
Californians drive.

The 38-year-old man whizzed around the western city of
Hiroshima at nearly 160 kilometres per hour (97 miles an
hour) in a zone restricted to just 60 kilometres an hour
during his joy ride two years ago.

I think I'll buy myself a Smart car, because my area speed
limit is 85 miles, if this car can reach such speed at all

...

...

Likes to hear the noise of the engine? Until he will hurt a
pregnant woman!

Explaining his need for speed, the executive reportedly
said: "I enjoyed the sound of the engine and the speed."

He would need to run his car on the neutral if he loves the
sound of the engine so much.

Figure 3: Textual example: article and its comments.

initial starting values is shown in Figure 1(d).
In order to implement a theme-based retrieval, we
adapt the idea of Yahoo Bonus or Topic-Sensitive
PageRank (see rule 2), where the thematically relevant comments get higher damping factor. In our
approach, the damping factor is set proportionally to
the text similarity E between a query and a comment
nodes.7
n

PR(Ti )
i=1 C(Ti )

PR(A) = E(A)(1 − d) + d ∑

For example, if a user is interested in retrieving the
comments relevant to the paragraph talking about victims in Tohoku earthquake8, all comments semantically related to this topic will receive a relatively
higher value of E and recursively “pass” this value
as a PageRank to the pages which are linked to. Of
course, if we assume that the related comments tend
to link to other comments within victims topic, comments on that topic generally will receive a higher
score.
Again, the motivation of applying the TopicSensitive PageRank in our setting, is avoiding high
7 We

normalize the E values so that the average over all
pages is 1, and the PageRank average continue to converge
to 1.
8 We suppose, that an article giving overview of such
event, will consist of several paragraphs on different topics like earthquake characteristics, location, repercussion,
victims, humanitarian help provided by different countries,
etc.

ranking for the groups of less relevant inter-connected
comments, and comments with many similar comments, while increasing the influence of the theme relevance (comment-paragraph similarity).
The Topic-Sensitive PageRank can be used in our
setting, since we retrieve comments with respect to a
given paragraph representing a topic an actual user is
interested in. The actual paragraph a user is interested
in is identified by sending the position of the user’s
mouse (upon user’s click) to the server.
We treat a PageRank score as a final rank of items.
In a greedy manner, we extract and present at most M
most ranked comments ordered by their rank to the
end user. In our settings, M = 5.

4

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE
WORK

In this paper we present an application based on a new
approach for the topic-sensitive ranking of comments
helping the end user to better understand and analyse
the content contributed by other users on the web. Our
approach is based on computing the eigenvector centrality and the factors influencing the centrality score.
The introduced approach is unsupervised and does not
require the annotated data. The example of article text
and the most ranked comments, per paragraph, can
be seen in Figure 3. More examples are provided in
http://goo.gl/7idNw. It can be seen that the comments
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are very related to the paragraphs content and, moreover, they relates the subject of a paragraph as well as
a discussion and opinions it arises, beyond the text
overlapping. Such performance is provided by a recursive nature of PageRank, where the relationships
between comments are iteratively elaborated. Unlike
this approach, ranking comments by a (text) similarity
to a given paragraph would not retrieve related comments with a different vocabulary.
The plugin implementing our approach is publicly
available from http://goo.gl/To4Rd.9 In future, we intend to evaluate our system by comparing it to the
other state-of-the-art ranking techniques.10
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